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Research methodology oscillates among:
1. Constructing research experiments/ models
2. Reading relevant historical and contemporary theory
3. Reflecting/ evaluating research experiments relative to readings and to peer
presentations/ discussions
This DDr methodology is based on my architectural design process – wherein makings
are exploratory, meaning final outcome and way forward are unknown; also highly
mediated in which the media (materials and tools) provide feedback/ have agency,
which drives the inquiry as well as advocates for knowledge that is practiced or tacit;
informed by doing thus using haptic and intuitive areas of thought. Additionally, since
architectural project goals are wicked – the design process is ill-structured1 and nonlinear. As DDr the research organizes this ill-structured leapfrogging design process
into a structured format in which the experiments can be reproduced, the findings
maybe evaluated, and the relationship among SoTA research can be established.
Thus the DDr has two parts: doing the research and formatting it into accessible
knowledge. Finally, this DDR, as perhaps all research projects, has produced
tangential knowledge, insight into related aspects such as:
Craftsmanship as an extreme alignment/ empathy between maker and material,
allowing a ‘read’ of material for in-the-moment decision-making.
The importance of modeling, of working through objects so that design decisions are
informed by spatiomaterial2 agency, as opposed to direct experience.
Emergence as a scientific concept of ‘objects’ as visible/ tangible parts of invisible/
intangible systems such that – objects are ‘alive’ with properties responding to
context, and that therefore design (model making) intervenes in ongoing systems.
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ABSTRACT

WHY
This research develops a digital modeling technique with physical modeling
attributes: haptic engagement with material properties acting under spatial conditions
– spatiomaterial interaction. Informed by my years of practice spanning the shift in
architecture from analogue to digital – the research suggests that architecture is
able to function critically because it routinely relocates thought – from the pristine
world of incorporeal ideas – into the precarious world of engagement with objects –
interactions capable of redirecting discovery into otherwise unattainable solutions.
WHAT
This research presents a new typology in hybrid analogy-digital practices: ‘Sensor
Models’ – physical architectural models embedded with micro-sensors connected
to parametric scripts – to organize digital modeling through a physical modeling
interface.
RESEARCH OUTCOME
Sensor Models open haptic, intuitive access to the internal material properties of
computational elements, thereby establishing non-hylomophic digital modeling from
the internal logic of computational materiality rather than from an external formal
agenda.

▲
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WHY

This research examines the possibility of developing a digital modeling technique that could be
similar to physical modeling – a haptic engagement informed by material properties acting under
spatial conditions – referred to here as spatiomaterial1 interaction.
This question stems from my dissatisfaction with contemporary digital design, a critique informed
by my years of practice spanning the shift in architecture from analogue to digital methodologies –
in which what has been lost in working with digital models is our access to intuitive knowledge
connected to intelligence beyond the purely intellectual, or rational – in which computational
design currently orients itself.
I initiated this research by presenting the focus of my practice as architectural design process.
Throughout my career I have been fascinated by design process as ‘analysis through making’ in
which haptic investigations transform ideas into objects.
Reflecting on this during the course of this the DDr research suggests that architecture is able to
function critically because it routinely relocates thought – from the pristine world of incorporeal
ideas – into the precarious world of engagement with objects, therefore spatiomaterial agency –
interactions capable of redirecting discovery into otherwise unattainable solutions. In my view, this
practice of ‘making as analysis’ is potentially the greatest contribution of architectural practice to
the scientific community.
WHAT

This research has invented a new typology in digital modeling: ‘Sensor Models’ – physical architectural models embedded with micro-sensors. These embedded (tactile and environmental) sensors
are paired with/ connected to simple parametric modeling scripts – to create, develop, control, and
manipulate digital models; in short, sensor models enable digital modeling through physical
modeling.
Here it is important to contrast this research with status quo such as: Haptic Devices2 that recreate
virtually the ‘feel’ of working with tools on materials or with Virtual Reality which allows users to
experience virtual space. The Sensor Models developed in this research are entirely different in that
they specifically organize all design actions and information to work through the design object –
the model. Thus modeling is the center of this research, and as an interface attached to haptic and
spatiomatieral information, physical modeling is capable of accessing human-based intelligence in
computational systems. Thus this research acts against current trends towards Robotics or AI
takeover of design, instead prioritizing human computational abilities3 as a function of combined
sensory and intellectual input.
RESEARCH OUTCOME

Sensor Models open haptic, intuitive access to the internal material properties of computational
elements, thereby establishing non-hylomophic4 digital modeling from the internal logic of
computational materiality rather than from an external formal agenda.
In Case Study CS.o5 simple planes are embedded with 1 sensor each, and each sensor is assigned
1 specific parametric object manipulation: hole in surface, stretch a mesh, and deform a surface
(smooth hill shape). Here the physical model has the effect of holding sensors in a spatial configuration with respect to each other while attaching them to a physical materiality and so experiencing
resistance – the entire physical model/ form acts as a scaffold to test and observe the spatiomaterial interaction and subsequent design resulting from manipulation of this apparatus.
Thus Sensor Modeling here can be seen to define form-making as activating spatial forces (manual
pressure, gravity, and light) by connecting these to object manipulations (bending, folding, etc.)
informed by material properties (here rigid, stretchable Mesh, and deformable Surface) to generate
form.
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Sensor Models facilitating the construction of digital models through a physical modeling interface
– produce digital models informed by haptic and spatiomaterial interaction, thus including that part
of our intelligence dominant in design practice yet currently excluded in digital design.
Further, since Sensor Modeling moves through three platforms: electronic, physical, and digital –
each with its own agency/ idiosyncratic behaviors, this modeling connects to design process as a
non-neutral engagement/ negotiation with materials and processes active in space (real and
virtual)5.
Additionally, developing Sensor Models requires some alignment between physical and digital
modeling – thus reorients parametric modeling towards: consideration of behaviors of (digital)
material properties as well as form-making as the result of a series of unique, specific, individual
actions responding to orientation, program, and context – rather than arrayed variations of the
same object manipulation i.e. pattern making6.
DDr

This doctoral research developed through 3 stages of investigation: experimenting with various
hardware (sensors) and software (parametric) scripts; combining these into ‘Hybrid Minis’ –
mouse-like models producing ‘first contact’ between sensors and digital models; and Sensor Model
experiments as Case Studies: CS.oo-.o5. Completing this doctoral research in Sensor Modeling lays
the groundwork for a new type of digital engagement, inclusive of intuitive and haptic intelligence
informed by objects with spatiomaterial feedback with the potential to reorient architectural digital
practice towards a more human-centered intelligence.
In presenting the conclusions of my doctoral research at the CA2RE Hamburg conference I hope to
initiate discussion and debate reflecting on my research as a DDr study and towards future Outlook
– potential for developing Sensor Modeling towards improving/ changing digital design practice.

1. spatiomaterial – a neologism meaning materials acting with spatial forces according to the properties of that material; that
modeling materials are capable of modeling basic spatiomaterial reactions is evidenced by the models of Anton Gaudí and Frei
Otto.
2. Haptic Devices are included in haptic technology also known as kinaesthetic communication or 3D touch, refers to any technology
that can create an experience of touch by applying forces, vibrations, or motions to the user.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haptic_technology)
3. Wolfram’s theory, which states that there is a Computational Equivalency between human perception and intuition, natural
systems such as weather, and data processing/ computer programs. Wolfram, Stephen (2002): A New Kind of Science.
Champaign, Illinois: Wolfram Media Inc. (also online: https://www.wolframscience.com/)
4. ‘Hylomorphism, initially credited to Aristotle, is the ontological view that all substances are constituted from form (morphe) and
matter (hyle).’ Gürsoy, Benay (2016): >> Why is making important for the culture of design? <<, in: CAADRIA 2016, 21st
International Conference on Living Systems and Micro-Utopias: Towards Continuous Designing, pp. 851-860.
5. Greg Lynn perhaps began this discussion on the need to reform CAD by replacing ‘the statics of fixed points in neutral space ...
(with) the stability of vectors that balance one another ’ Lynn, Greg (1999): Animate Form. New York, NY: Princeton Architectural
Press.
6. “... many aspects of (digital fabrication) present a disturbingly ornamental character.” Picon, Antoine (2019): >> ‘Digital
Fabrication, between Disruption and Nostalgia’ <<, in: Instabilities and Potentialities: Notes on the Nature of Knowledge in
Digital Architecture, New York, NY: Routledge, pp. 223-238.
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Mc which adds virtual gravity to
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Mp materials:
metal mesh and paper
DIY FSR Sensors (4), pressure
sensors: copper tape, nonconductive film, and modified
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Arduino Uno Microprocessor
Stripboard
wooden armature
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